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Co-owners Susan Featherly, Peter Micalchuck and Barinder Chhina
established their company in 2014. Featherly ran a dance studio
before starting a real estate career in 2004. Micalchuck parlayed

his success as a restaurateur into a second career selling and
investing in real estate. Co-owners Susan Featherly, Peter

Micalchuck and Barinder Chhina established their company in
2014. Featherly ran a dance studio before starting a real estate

career in 2004. Micalchuck parlayed his success as a restaurateur
into a second career selling and investing in real estate. Chhina, a
biomedical engineer, is a former client of Featherly and Micalchuck
and a real estate investor. All three have experience as real estate

investors with an extensive network of home improvement and
renovation specialists. A graduate of Syracuse University College of
Visual Arts, Susan Featherly has been performing in the visual arts

since 1984. Her love of old-fashioned glamour led her to play a
new model in the 1988 film “Married to the Mob.” Featherly

appeared as a model, actress, and model coordinator for the films
“Another 48 Hrs,” “Who’s That Girl” and “Smokin’ Aces.” The AVS
member received a nomination in the category best supporting

actress by the AVS for her portrayal of a bipolar patient in the 2001
picture “Practical Magic.” More recently, she starred in the 2004

drama “Gypsy” as the role of Gypsy Rose Lee. Featherly’s
television credits include appearances in “Law & Order: Special
Victims Unit,” “CSI: Miami,” “The Mentalist,” “Good Wife,” “The
Nanny,” “The Good Doctor” and most recently on “Grace and

Frankie” and “Crazy Beautiful You.”
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investing in real estate. Chhina, a biomedical engineer, is a former
client of Featherly and Micalchuck and a real estate investor. All
three have experience as real estate investors with an extensive
network of home improvement and renovation specialists. Susan
Featherly has done some 7 to 10 films with her own name, even

though she did not switch back to her original one until she acted
in adult films for the first time. Her real name has never been

disclosed.She is known for playing dirty roles. Susan Featherly is an
American adult film actress who was active in the industry in the
2000s. She began her career by making adult dvd by taking the

name Shanel Simone.Her first works under this pseudonym
appeared in soft erotica genre, and her participation in them was
considered as one of the reasons for her popularity in the adult

entertainment industry. Susan Featherly is involved in acting from
the year of 2001, and in the beginning of her career, she was a

wardrobe and makeup artist for TV shows like \"The Best of Both
Worlds\" (1991), \"The Jerry Lewis MDA Telethon\" (1993) and

\"Strangers\" (2000). In a short period of time, she has become a
very popular actress and has appeared in such popular shows like
\"The Client List,\" \"The Fosters,\" and \"Reba.\" Susan Featherly,

that a ‘pirate’ in the Internet, is a woman with a strong acting
ability and commanding beauty and charm and she has opened a
niche in the adult field. In the same niche, she also is a ‘unite’ with
her high quality adult videos and has also been considered as the

epitome of eroticism. This movie star has also remained focused on
the target audience of the adult films is meant for men and has not

suffered any difficulty in achieving the goal, and so her each
character is portrayed extremely well. This actress is also a good

performer and has the ability to deliver her role in a great manner.
So, this female is loved and enjoyed by both the male and the

female audience. 5ec8ef588b
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